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Traditional
landing pages
and emails are
dead. 
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Welcome to the future
of Smart Marketing-
Improve your Sales
using Smart Content
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B2B Customers consume 13 content
pieces before contacting sales.

(Martech Today)

What's in
store for us?
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How will we purchase in
2022?
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Here are some
predictions
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Companies invest more money
than ever trying to bring customers
to their content.

Lead Generation, SEO
Campaigns - Online Ad
Campaigns - Retargeting
Campaigns - Email
Marketing 
Campaigns 

White papers - Events -
Webinars - ABM
Campaigns - Email
Outreach Campaigns -
Sales Email Campaigns...
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Smart
Content

In the future, there will be a
way to scale personalized
content experiences.

Content Hubs increase
engagement and speed up
conversion by providing
tailored branded content
experiences, specific to each
of our prospects life cycle
journey
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Current Problems: Landing
Pages

Low
engagement

It's time we see and engage
with the world differently.
Right now, we experience
low engagement and low
conversion from general
landing pages

Long marketing
& sales cycle

 2% CTR. Once converted,
prospects are lead to a
single content piece. These
then need to be nurtured to
reach their average 7
content pieces, giving time
to our competition to get in.

Tech and
design savvy

Nothing converts more on a
landing page than a design
that captures the eye and
great copy but this takes
time time to design and
often isn't compensated due
to the low conversion rate. 
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Email
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Email is the main
communication
channel for
companies. 
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In the future, there will be a way to create
personalised branded content streams for each
prospect in just one email or landing page.

Why?

- The average user checks their mail 15
times/day

- The average user receives 120 emails/day

- 72% do not open an email unless it is
personalized

Future of email
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A New Reality

Content Strategy has become a
central and complex component.

Personalized content becomes
key for marketing, sales and
customer retention.
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Where are
our
results?

Content creation in teams has become
extremely inefficient.
Sales can't find updated content
versions and waste time gathering
information for prospects.
The more valuable content you create
the more inefficient it is for sales to find
and filter the right content.
Content personalization is not scalable
manually.
Traditional landing pages and emails
are bottlenecks resulting in negative
ROI for sales and marketing.
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Personalized 
Micro Sites

Use Smart Content within microsites
to increase your customers and
prospects engagement, conversion,
personalisation... and speed up your
marketing and sales cycles.

x7
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Conversion Rate
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Widen the bottleneck!
Without Repurpost:
Traditional landing pages
and emails have a negative
impact on engagement,
conversion and
personalization, as well as
the length of markething and
sales cycles.

With Repurpost:
Smart Content increases
engagement rates,
conversion and
personalization as well as
speed up marketing and
sales cycles.

x72%
conversion rateaverage conversion Repurpost



Example:Record IPO
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Create Smart Content for each key account

Show your prospect
that this Smart
Content was crafted
specifically for them
with a personalized
message

Add an easy CTA

Make it branded

Include industry
reports to show off
your thought
leadership knowledge

Add a personal touch
in the header

Nothing like having all
the content the whole
buying committee
needs in one place 

Why not include
demos, success
stories, product
sheets, proposals,
onboarding sessions,
training videos and
educational content,
personalized to your
clients specific needs



Spectacular results
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They are all doing it... 

Why can't you?
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Smart Content for:
The Sales Department
Marketing Department
Customer Success
Department
Human Resources
Department
The Whole Company
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Use Cases

With Repurpost:
Personalized content

With Repurpost:
Customized logos

With Repurpost:
Customized CTAs ( Book
a call with your account
exec...)
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CTAs, Internal & External Content

Internal thought
leadership content

External video
content

CTA



Choose your level of personalization

Use Case #1:
100% personalized content

Use Case #2:
20% Personalized content
80% Industry content



Sales reps may want to create Smart Content from scratch.
Perhaps Marketing prepares a standard block per industry
for Sales to clon, then add personalized content for each
account or prospect.
These micro-sites may be dynamically updated or left
static

Choose your level of sales autonomy
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Customers need instant information
and instant replies tailored to them.

Repurpost goes beyond any MRM
and CMP by facilitating
interdepartmental collaboration
allowing marketing to prepare the
exact resources necessary for
customer facing teams to create
hyper personalised Smart Content
micro sites.



Integrates content production workflow
Provides you with a central content repository. This is much more
than a simple Marketing and Sales Collateral Management
System
Allows you to create instant hyper targeted, personalized Smart
Content micro sites.
Provides you with your content operation metrics so you can
understand exactly whats working and what's not.
And so much more...
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We design content marketing tools for companies
who want to create amazing experiences for their
customers.

We believe the best marketing isn't seen or
heard, it is felt. It is relevant, interesting, and an
experience that inspires you to take action. 



There are three responses to your

company's content path: "yes", "no"

and "Wow!" - This is the one we aim for.

-Alexandra, CEO Repurpost



Marketing like you've never experienced before

Schedule a call with our team today
https://tidycal.com/alexandra
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